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COVID Roundup: Infant Mortality Reaches Twenty-
Year Apex

By Ben Bartee
Global Research, July 29, 2024

Region: USA
Theme: Science and Medicine

COVID Propaganda Roundup: The latest updates on the “new normal” – chronicling the lies,
distortions,  and abuses by the ruling class.  [Excess mortality  resulting from the Covid
Vaccine starting in early 2021 is not mentioned] 

This  week  in  gaslighting  that  will  blow  your  socks  off,  The  Science™  has  a  conjured  a
fascinating new scapegoat upon which to heap blame for the growing mountains of dead
babies over the past few years.

Via CNN (emphasis added)

“The infant mortality rate in the United States rose in 2022, the first jump in 20 years,
according  to  data  released  Thursday  by  the  US  Centers  for  Disease  Control  and
Prevention.

More than 20,500 babies died in 2022 before the age of 1, final records show. Overall,
there were 5.6 infant deaths for every 1,000 live births, a 3% increase from the year
before.

Infant mortality in the US has been generally trending down since at least 1995, when
consistent tracking started, but rates are still much higher in the US than they are in
many peer nations. There have been some small upticks over that time, but 2022 was
the first time there was a statistically significant increase since 2002, according to the
CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics.”

Here is CNN, relying for some reason to make this expert assessment on an assistant
sociology professor, grasping at straws to blame… drumroll… abortion restrictions for the
infant mortality jump, despite the fact that any abortion restrictions due to the overturning
of Roe v Wade were instituted in the extreme latter half of 2022 and were only in certain
states, whereas this study points to a spike in dead babies across the nation.

Continuing:

“Covid-19 also probably played a significant role in the rise in infant mortality in 2022,
[demographer  and  assistant  professor  of  sociology  at  the  University  of  Colorado
Boulder]  Stevenson said.  Infections  in  pregnant  women who were  exposed to  the
coronavirus during the major surges in 2021 could have affected infants who would be
born in 2022…

Recent research has drawn some connections between infant mortality and abortion
restrictions,  finding that  infant  deaths  spiked in  Texas  after  the state  passed a  law in
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September  2021  that  banned  nearly  all  abortions  beyond  about  six  weeks  of
pregnancy.”

In unrelated news, none other than Robert F. Kennedy Jr. himself recently retweeted one of
my articles, which I appreciate greatly and which I view as an inauguration into the big
leagues.

They talk about these things (robot soldiers WILL replace humans) as if they
were inevitable. We need global treaties on AI weaponry, just as with nuclear
weapons, to avoid a Terminator-style dystopian future.https://t.co/2PgDUsJ8T9

— Robert F. Kennedy Jr (@RobertKennedyJr) July 26, 2024

*

Click the share button below to email/forward this article to your friends and colleagues.
Follow us on Instagram and Twitter and subscribe to our Telegram Channel. Feel free to
repost and share widely Global Research articles.

Spread the Truth, Refer a Friend to Global Research 

This article was originally published on the author’s Substack, Armageddon Prose.

Ben  Bartee,  author  of  Broken  English  Teacher:  Notes  From  Exile,  is  an  independent
Bangkok-based American journalist with opposable thumbs. He is a regular contributor to
Global Research. Follow his stuff via Substack. Also, keep tabs via Twitter.
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”

Reviews

This is an in-depth resource of great interest if it is the wider perspective you are motivated
to understand a little better, the author is very knowledgeable about geopolitics and this
comes out in the way Covid is contextualized. —Dr. Mike Yeadon

In  this  war  against  humanity  in  which  we  find  ourselves,  in  this  singular,  irregular  and
massive assault against liberty and the goodness of people, Chossudovsky’s book is a rock
upon which to sustain our fight. –Dr. Emanuel Garcia

In  fifteen  concise  science-based  chapters,  Michel  traces  the  false  covid  pandemic,
explaining how a PCR test, producing up to 97% proven false positives, combined with a
relentless 24/7 fear campaign, was able to create a worldwide panic-laden “plandemic”; that
this  plandemic  would  never  have  been  possible  without  the  infamous  DNA-modifying
Polymerase Chain Reaction test  –  which to this  day is  being pushed on a majority  of
innocent people who have no clue. His conclusions are evidenced by renown scientists.
—Peter Koenig 

Professor Chossudovsky exposes the truth that “there is no causal relationship between the
virus  and  economic  variables.”  In  other  words,  it  was  not  COVID-19  but,  rather,  the
deliberate implementation of the illogical, scientifically baseless lockdowns that caused the
shutdown of the global economy. –David Skripac

A reading of  Chossudovsky’s book provides a comprehensive lesson in how there is a global
coup d’état under way called “The Great Reset” that if not resisted and defeated by freedom
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loving people everywhere will result in a dystopian future not yet imagined. Pass on this free
gift  from Professor  Chossudovsky  before  it’s  too  late.   You  will  not  find  so  much  valuable
information and analysis in one place. –Edward Curtin

ISBN: 978-0-9879389-3-0,  Year: 2022,  PDF Ebook,  Pages: 164, 15 Chapters

Price: $11.50 FREE COPY! Click here (docsend) and download.

You may also access the online version of the e-Book by clicking here.

We encourage you to support the eBook project by making a donation through Global
Research’s DonorBox “Worldwide Corona Crisis” Campaign Page. 
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